
REVOTEC 106SB Blanker

Young Shin, a South Korean manufacturer, has been producing
and exporting Die Cutters for 40-years. With production facilities
throughout Korea, wholly owned subsidiaries in the United
States and Europe, and more than 100 installations throughout
North America and 1,500 worldwide, Young Shin has become
a growing presence in the Folding Carton and Corrugate
industries.

The Young Shin REVOTEC 106SB Die Cutter allows you to die 
cut & strip short run jobs by delivering finished sheets to the end 
of press, as well as die Cut & blank long run jobs by delivering 
finished pallets of blanked cartons to the non-operator side of the 
machine.

Young Shin Die Cutters – Since 1980 Additional Features
MICROADJUSTMENT: Micro-adjustment enables adjustment of 
the cutting plate right, left, forward and back to keep the creasing 
matrix in alignment.

SIDE LAY SYSTEM: Standard equipment of pull or push side lays. 
Photo sensor to detect sheet misregister.

DIE CHASE: The die is easily and securely fixed by means of 
clamps and screws to keep the die flat. 

OPERATOR INTERFACE: The operator interface with the machine 
is accessible through the touch screen. Displays the status of the 
machine at all times for quick diagnosis.

DIE-CUTTING SECTION: Chase turnover and centerline ensure 
quick order change. Air floating device for cutting plate. 

STRIPPING SECTION: A quick lock tool method and centerline 
system ensures a quick machine set-up. Also included is the fine 
adjustability to keep the tools aligned to each other. 

BLANKING SECTION: Featuring the same quick lock tool system 
for reduced set-up time. Also included is the fine adjustability to 
keep the tools aligned to each other.

MALE BLANKING UNIT: Heavy duty for prolonged life and 
durability that ensures adequate pressure for blanking out the 
product. 

BINDER SHEET ELEVATOR: Automatically controlled alarm on 
touch screen when binder sheet pile is empty.

BINDER SHEET: The binder sheet ensures the stability of the 
stacked blanks on the pallet.

DELIVERY WASTE CONVEYOR: The gripper releases the waste 
while the conveyor discharges the waste to the house scrap 
system. Available with high pile system.

HIGH PILE COMBINATION: This Blanker can be used for normal 
high pile system in the delivery area.

OVERSIZED FORMAT: The Young Shin REVOTEC SB model is also 
available in a 57" format.

The REVOTEC 106SB registration system has electronic sensors at 
the head-stops and side guides to stop the press if a sheet misses 
a guide. It also has double sheet detection. The accuracy and 
repeatability of sheet to sheet registration is +/- .006in (0.15mm)

Registration & Tolerance

The REVOTEC 106SB delivers die cut and stripped sheets in the 
end of the press when not blanking. It takes roughly a minute to 
roll out the scrap conveyor (which stands on wheels) and set up 
at the end up press joggers. This works much more efficiently 
compared to delivering die cut and stripped sheets in the 
blanking station. You can now remove sheets and perform QC 
checks without interrupting production.

Press Delivery

Thickness Range
The Young Shin REVOTEC 106SB has the ability to handle:

• Solid and corrugated board up to .060” (1.52mm)
• All micro-flute plus B and C up to .157” (4mm)

Young Shin REVOTEC 106SB
Die Cutter-Blanker

... learn more via our Young Shin Partner Page!
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